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Size is not Everything
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Effects of Too-Big-To-Fail

 Comptroller of Currency Sep 1984: 11 largest BHCs TBTF 

 Pure externality: distribution from households to largest firms

 Largest firms have lower funding costs (Basset (2014); Santos (2014)) or 

lower sensitivity to risk (Acharya, Anginer, Warburton 2016)

 Internalized in market prices: distribution from smaller firms to 

largest firms

 Risk-adjusted returns of TBTF firms are low in normal times in anticipation 

of bailouts (Gandhi and Lustig (2015), Kelly, Lustig and Van Nieuwerburgh 

(2016))

 Kelly et al (2016): out-of-money index put options on bank stocks were 

relatively cheap in crisis

 Gandhi, Lustig and Plazzi (2016): increase in small bank returns, wrt large 

banks, forecast lower GDP and stock returns

 Acquirer stocks appreciate if merger puts combined firm above a certain

threshold (Kane, 2000 and Brewer and Jagtiani, 2013)
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 TBTF factors using equity returns: based on size threshold, 

interconnectedness, complexity, leverage, liquidity

 Do stock returns load on TBTF factors in time series of equity returns?

 Are factors priced in cross-section of equity returns?

 Advantages of asset pricing approach:

 Quantify TBTF discount/premium to cost of capital

 Whether TBTF risk is priced

 Easy to implement for broad cross-section of countries and asset classes

Factor Pricing Approach
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 Construct size threshold (SIFI) factor using large firm returns 

above and below SIFI threshold

 Fama-Macbeth regressions

 SIFI subsidy (tax) for TBTF (non-TBTF) firms

 Relate SIFI loadings to systemic risk:

 Most SIFI subsidies accrue to large financial firms

 SIFI loadings relate to probability of government support

 Change in SIFI loadings around TBTF events

 SIFI loadings in normal times predict systemic risk in crisis

 Factors related to interconnectedness, complexity, leverage, liquidity 

Outline
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Methodology: SIFI (Size Threshold) Factor

 Start with DFA cutoff for SIFI designation of $50B BVA

 Equal to 92 percentile of distribution of BVE in 2010

 Use 92 percentile of MVE as threshold

 Robust to alternative cut-offs from 3% ($300B BVA in 2010) to 

10% and using BVE

 SIFI factor construction: similar to SMB (Fama-French 1993)

 Long-short portfolio accounting for book-to-market (BM)

 Differences:

 Size groups 8% and 8-16% instead of above and below 

median of market cap

 Use only financial firms

 Orthogonalize SMB by limiting to firms in bottom 84% of firms
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Other Factors and Test Portfolios

• FF 5 factor model: Mktrf, HML, SMB, PROFIT, INV

• Carhart momentum factor MOM

• Bond market excess return factors: CORP, GOV

• Gandhi and Lustig bank-size factor: GL

•Construct portfolios using authors’ code

•Apply weight in Gandhi and Lustig (2014)

• 30 test portfolios:

•Largest decile portfolio split into two, to better capture 

threshold effect

•Sector portfolios: sub-sectors of finance
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SIFI Loadings for Financial and Nonfinancial Firms
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SIFI Loadings: Transitions Between Two Largest Size Deciles
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SIFI Tax/Subsidy for Financial and Nonfinancial Firms

Multiply SIFI loadings by average annualized returns on SIFI factor to get 

subsidy per firm per year
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Pricing of SIFI Factor in Cross-Section of Returns

CMA: Conservative (low) minus aggressive (high) investment portfolios

RMW: Robust minus weak profitability portfolios
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SIFI Loadings around TBTF Events
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Government Support Ratings
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Do SIFI Loadings Predict Systemic Risk in Crisis?

• Systemic risk measures 

• SRISK (Engle and Brownlee, 2012; Acharya et al 

(2010, 2012)): 
• Expected capital shortage of a firm in case of a systemic event

• Data available since 2000 for firms exceeding $ 5 billion in 

market capitalization as of the end of June 2007

• AV (Duarte and Eisenbach, 2015):
• Measure of firesale spillovers using

•monthly triparty repo data

• quarterly BHC data

• Extension of Greenwood, Landier and Thomas (2015)

• Firesale spillover to other firms holding same assets that a firm 

sells after negative shock to leverage

• Equal to sum of second round spillover losses as a share of 

total equity capital in system
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Time Series Predictability: AV 

VAR: changes in SIFI loadings and systemic risk measure

: Lagged market cap, leverage and correlation with MSCI World Index returns
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Time Series Predictability: SRISK 
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Economic Significance of Time Series Predictability
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Cross-Sectional Predictive Regressions
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AV and SRISK: Cross-Section Predictability
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Additional TBTF Factors

• Additional TBTF factors (factor-mimicking portfolios): 

• Interconnectedness: principal component measure (Billio, 

Getmansky, Lo and Pelizzon (2012))

• Complexity: number of subsidiaries of BHCs (Cetorelli, 

Jacobides, Stern (2017))

•Leverage: He, Kelly and Manela (2016); Adrian, Etula and Muir 

(2014)

•Liquidity: Amihud and turnover

• Leverage: returns load significantly in TS regressions

• Different from SIFI:

• No threshold effect

• No predictability
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Conclusions

 SIFI factor: excess returns of 8-16% of financial firms minus largest 8% of 

financial firms

 Has countercyclical variation, as predicted by theory

 Largest 10% of firms load negatively (SIFI subsidy>$5.5M p. year p. firm 

before 2007)

 Remaining 90% of firms load positively (SIFI tax)

 SIFI is priced in the cross-section of stocks

 SIFI loadings related to systemic risk:

 Increases after bailout of Continental Illinois 

 Normal period loadings predict systemic risk in crisis

 Results unaffected by including factors related to interconnectedness, 

complexity, leverage and liquidity
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 May confer advantages to shareholders of largest firms:

 Ex-ante: if creditors bailed out, then equity may be more valuable

▫ Lucas and McDonald (2010): ex-ante value of equity increased by PV 

of being able to borrow at risk-free rate, if guarantee value accrues to 

shareholders

▫ Acharya, Mehran, Thakor (2013): banks over-leverage in anticipation 

of bailout, not fully offset by higher debt costs

 Ex-post: uncertainty how much shareholders might lose

 Empirical evidence:

 Kelly et al (2016): out-of-money index put options on bank stocks 

were relatively cheap in crisis

 Gandhi, Lustig and Plazzi (2016): increase in small bank returns, 

wrt large banks, forecast lower GDP and stock returns

Is Threshold Effect a Risk Factor for Equity Returns?
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 Compared to firms in 8-16% size bin, largest 8% of firms have: 

 Lower expected returns and difference is countercyclical

 Lower funding costs

 Higher probability of government support

 Pre-2007: most portfolios load significantly on SIFI factor

 Largest 10% of firms load negatively: SIFI discount amount to 7 bp per 

year or about 7.5M per firm per year in 2013 dollars 

▫ Most accrue to largest financial firms

 Remaining firms load positively (SIFI premium)

 SIFI priced in the cross-section of stock returns

 Only if SIFI factor constructed from financial firms

Results: Pricing of SIFI Factor
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 Loadings related to government support for largest financial 

firms

 Loadings related to systemic risk:

 More significant after Continental, less so after Lehman and Dodd Frank

 Predicts systemic risk during crisis in the cross-section of firms

 Predicts firesale spillovers in the time-series

Results: SIFI Factor Relates to Government Support 
and Systemic Risk
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Time Series Regressions

• One regression for full sample for each portfolio:

𝑅𝑖𝑡
= 𝜶 + 𝛽𝟏𝑺𝑰𝑭𝑰𝒊𝒕 + 𝛽𝟐𝑴𝒌𝒕𝒊𝒕 +𝛽3 𝑺𝑴𝑩

/

𝒊𝒕
+ 𝛽𝟒𝑯𝑴𝑳𝒊𝒕 + 𝛽𝟓𝑪𝑴𝑨𝒊𝒕

+ 𝛽𝟔𝑹𝑴𝑾𝒊𝒕 + 𝛽𝟕𝑴𝑶𝑴𝒊𝒕 + 𝛽𝟖𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑷𝒊𝒕 + 𝛽𝟗𝑮𝑶𝑽𝒊𝒕 + 𝛽10𝑮𝑳𝒊𝒕 + 𝜺𝒊𝒕

•Rit: excess returns of portfolio i in month t

•OLS with Newey-West standard errors
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Liquidity and Funding Costs of Largest Firms
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Cross-Sectional Regressions

• One regression for each month:

𝑅𝑖𝑡
= 𝜶𝒕 + 𝛾𝟏𝒕𝛽𝟏𝒊 ++𝛾𝟐𝒕𝛽𝟐𝒊 + 𝛾𝟑𝒕𝛽𝟑𝒊 ++𝛾𝟒𝒕𝛽𝟒𝒊 ++𝛾𝟓𝒕𝛽𝟓𝒊 ++𝛾𝟔𝒕𝛽𝟔𝒊 + 𝝁𝒊𝒕

•Rit: excess returns of portfolio i in month t

•Report time-series average of αit and γit

•OLS with Shanken 1992 standard errors
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 Bailout of Continental Illinois May 1984

 Acknowledged as start of TBTF perception

 Expect loadings to increase for smaller firms and/or to 

decrease for the largest size group

 Loadings on SIFI-NF should not increase

 Lehman

 Implications are unclear

 Dodd-Frank Act

 Expect loadings to decrease if perceived to be credible

SIFI Loadings Before and After Systemic Events
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 SIFI discount or premium % = SIFI loading*return on SIFI factor

=SIFI loading*0.45% per year annualized

• SIFI discount or premium $ = SIFI loading*return on SIFI 

factor*average market cap of firms in portfolio, in 2013 dollars

SIFI Discount and Premium-1
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 Fitch Support Ratings of A- or higher=extraordinarily high 

probability of government support

 Separate from credit ratings

Government Support Ratings
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Cross-Sectional Predictive Regressions

• Use pre-2007 average SIFI loadings to predict systemic risk of firm 

i in crisis:

∆𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑡
= 𝜶+ 𝝁𝒕 + 𝛾𝟏𝑆𝐼𝐹𝐼𝑝𝑙𝑢𝑠𝒑𝒓𝒆 + 𝛾𝟐𝑆𝐼𝐹𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑠𝒑𝒓𝒆 + 𝛾𝟑𝑆6𝒑𝒓𝒆 + 𝛾𝟒𝑆6𝒑𝒓𝒆
∗ 𝑆𝐼𝐹𝐼𝑝𝑙𝑢𝑠𝒑𝒓𝒆 + 𝛾𝟓𝑆6𝒑𝒓𝒆 ∗ 𝑆𝐼𝐹𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑠𝒑𝒓𝒆 + 𝛿∆𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠𝒊,𝒕 + 𝝐𝒊𝒕

•ΔSysRiskit: SRISK or AV in post-crisis month t – average SRISK 

2000-2006

•SIFIplus= Max(SIFIpre, 0)

•SIFIminus= Min(SIFIpre, 0)

•S6=1 if in largest size portfolio; 0 otherwise

•Controls= {Mktcap, leverage, volatility, SMB, GL}

•Panel regression: monthly fixed effects; SE clustered at firm level


